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                        Founder, Long-Time Publisher of Industrial Fire World Magazine Dies at 77

                        Industrial Fire World started as a newsletter that grew out of White’s training and consulting business, Fire and Safety Specialists Inc. White published the newsletter and subsequent magazine for 35 years.
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    2008: St. Louis ERs Confronted by Hazmat Crisis
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    Know Your Risk for Dust Explosions
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        Dallas-based Gear Cleaning Solutions inspects and cleans personal protective equipment.
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        Biden Administration to Distribute Masks, Tests
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        The Biden Administration plans to distribute millions of free face masks and 500 million free at-home COVID tests.
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        This most recent acquisition will expand the company's capacity to serve fire, law enforcement and EMS customers in Western New York State.
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        Nine Tips for Reducing Cancer Risk for Firefighters
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        FCSN helps firefighters recognize risks they face and take steps to minimize exposure to cancer-causing materials.
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        Falls are among the most common causes of serious work related injuries and deaths, and employers must take measures in their workplaces to prevent employees from falling.
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        This article discusses some of the basics and what to expect when responding to buildings or equipment protected by systems that firefighters will more commonly encounter.
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        Fluorine-free Foams are Keeping Railway Fire Safety on Track
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        SRS tested new fluorine-free products, including VERSAGARD, and found them to be a dependable and effective foam for its required applications.
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        As the Supreme Court considers the constitutionality of vaccine mandates and COVID-19 cases skyrocket, it's time for companies to revisit industrial hygiene.
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        Hazmat Nation gives two tips to ready hazmat teams for pipeline leaks.
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        Safety Door Failure Blamed in NYC Fire that Killed 17
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        An investigation continues into why safety doors failed to close when fire broke out in a New York high-rise on Jan. 9.
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        Highview-Backed National Fire & Safety Acquires Commercial Fire Protection
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        CFP provides NFS with a scaled entry point into attractive new geographies and represents NFS’ largest strategic add-on to date.
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        Hospeco Brands Group’s Shopserve® microfiber towels are now available in a convenient dispensing box.
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        With tanks, original blueprints and drawings should be kept as reference points. These documents can be used to compare notes and measurements such as steel thickness.
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        Exxon Baytown Refinery Output Reduced After Fire
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        Exxon Mobil Corp. reports that its 560,500-barrel-per-day Baytown refinery in Texas continues to operate at reduced rates following a Dec. 23 fire in a unit.
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        ENEOS and PFN Announce Autonomous Plant Breakthrough
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        The AI system can automate large-scale, complex operations of oil refineries and petrochemical plants that currently require experienced operators.
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